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trevor adams(january 11 1993)
 
i grew up believing that nobody cared about me but as i got older i realized that
people really did care but they just had a hard time showing it.i now just write
random poetry and never stick with one  trying to get a book of poetry published
but it takes time to come up with all of the poems for the book but having them
on the computer actually helps.
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A New Dream
 
as we sleep we dream we dream a new dream
as we walk awake we walk a new road
as we walk our house we walk a new hall
as we lay in bed we think a new thought
as we sit on the couch we wish a new wish
everytime we do something we do it once and only once
 
trevor adams
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A New Heart
 
i need a new heart for the one i have has been broken so many times...
i need a new heart for the one i have is not but a black hole....
i need a new heart for the one i have now is not able to feel compasion or love....
i need a new heart so i may do everything i once loved to do....
 
trevor adams
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A Ruined Life
 
a life lived so long now ended with a bang.....a single gun shot ended the life of
an inacent person....those who loved them now cry every day as they think of
her wishing that the fatefull day when the young middle school girl was shot
down never happend.....those who love her cannot forget her they are pained by
the fact that they will never see their loved one......do not forget that one day it
could be your loved one who dies during a school shoot out.....she lost her life
trying to get away from the gun man who shot her in the back her head.....why
did he decide she was the one he wanted to kill? that is a question even i cant
answer......she became a hero however that day....now she wont be forgotten by
anyone......her name was forgotten but nobody can forget the day when a
beloved girl tried to fight back and save herself but died in the prosses.......we
will never forget her.
 
                                            thanks for reading trevor.
 
trevor adams
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Am I Insane?
 
well i cant pay any attention to you ? well because im doing some  what? well im
watching this ? so im not gonna pause this movie just to help you with that bullet
bullet hole? oh my god.
 
 
                        thanks for reading trevor
 
trevor adams
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Anoyed
 
have you ever been anoyed by someone you barely knew?
have you ever been anoyed passed the point where you cant stand life?
have you ever been anoyed by someone saying something that everyone laughs
at but you dont even get it?
have you ever been anoyed by someone singing when they know they cant sing?
 
trevor adams
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Apples
 
so delicous....
so sweet....
some red some green...
so fun to eat......
so juicy....
apples.
 
trevor adams
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Armageddon(No This Is Not Related To The Bible)
 
a requim for which none may escape exept for the inoccent....
the strong go to fight away the requim but they all fail for those who fight it are
the guilty ones rapists and murdereres....
the inoccent wish that those who they loved had not been the guilty ones so they
beleive that life is now worthless so they make them selves guilty and then they
to die....
what if everyone was inoccent? would we all live? no because if we were all
inoccent then there would be no  requim is also known as armageddon
 
trevor adams
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As I Bleed
 
as i bleed i wish you never broke my heart...
as i bleed i bleed for you...
as i bleed i cry knowing you never cared...
as i bleed i forget everything we did together...
as i bleed i begin to become light headed....
as i bleed i die where i lay...
as i bleed i am sent to the hospital...
as i bleed i go to heavon...
 
trevor adams
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As We Fall
 
as we fall we begin to wish we didnt jump
as we jump we wish they didnt brake our hearts
as they brake our hearts we wish we never met them
as we meet them we wish we never showed up where we were
as we show up we wish we stayed at home
as we come home we wish we never left our freinds
as we visit our friends we wish school never ended
as school ends we wish school never started
as school starts we wish we stayed asleep
as we sleep we dream as we dream....
nobody knows what we do or wish =) &#9829;
 
trevor adams
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Bailamos
 
hola bailamos i really bailamos with you but you keep saying no but the floor is
lets  no you want to dont denie your self any more bailamos.i really want to
dance with you.
 
trevor adams
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Bleeding
 
as i cry i cry knowing you ment to hurt me....
as i bleed i bleed knowing you dont care...
as i sleep i sleep knowing you will never love me...
as i eat i make myself bleed because its all i can do to forget you...
as i look up in my hospital bed i count how many people are around me and i find
you are not amongst them....
as i do my school work i look over to see you but i see you looking at someone
else...
as i begin to leave the class room you grab me and tell me your sorry for hurting
me but....how much can i believe you?
as we hug you say you love me and i say i love you to.
 
trevor adams
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Braces
 
arent braces anoyying?
i wouldnt know ive never had them.....
i love how they can be desinged with different colors....
i love people who have braces because when they speak its confusing about what
they say but like five minutes later your like oh ok now i know what they said....
i like girls who have braces because it makes them alot more eaier to listen to
because your gonna want to try and figure what they are s? braces are so
awesome.
 
trevor adams
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Brothers, Sisters, Mothers, Fathers All Of Who Are In
The Military
 
one shot he lives two shots he would be lucky three no chance.
why do we fight? why cant we all just get along? why must we use guns? why do
we use violence? why do we fight other peoples wars? didnt we all start out as
nothing more than people geting along now we all fight wars over seas and now
most of us who fight the wars never come home alive instead they come home in
a coffin with a flag over  military cant stop it so the most they do to make you
feel better is give the soldier a simple piece of metal that can be distroyed
instantly but we still never forget them.
 
                      we will never forget those who fought for us
 
trevor adams
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Clean Your Room
 
why should i clean something thats already clean?
when you tell me to clean something at least make sure its not clean...
when you tell me to clean something all i have to say is it is clean and you get
angry because i was three steps ahead of you...
why do i have to clean some thing that is already clean?
when you tell me to clean my closet all i need to say is it is clean and you look
and make it dirty...why?
 
trevor adams
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Complements
 
have you ever gotten a complement? i barely ever hear them coming to ements
are not really something i ask for very much but for once i wish i could get one
for at least being a good poet but oh well.
complements can lighten a heart....
complements can releive someones wandering mind.....
complements are appreciatted by most people....
complements are something that only nice people give and get.....
comments...come join me in giving those who deserve complements.
complements can really make someones day so give a complemant.
 
                     thanks for reading trevor
 
trevor adams
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Daddy It Hurts
 
your parents come home and blame you for why they cant get a better  beat you
so many times but you still dont see how its your  day they come home and go
straight to your  timmy run! ! ! ! you run for the door but your father grabs you
and slams you against the wall and lets you go and you lay there  was a victim of
child  parents didnt know how to raise kids and they were about thirty and they
had five year old  timmy was put into his grave his parents had to watch from
the prison using a previously recorded  people morned timmy but he became a
timmys death child abuse became a crime and those who abused their children
were arested but now under our last three presidents we have lost track of over
three hundred child abusers who were all told they couldnt have any more
children but still they had more and those children have all died as well.
 
trevor adams
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Dont Lie To Me
 
dont tell me you love me if you dont because a lie that big would break my  tell
me you want to see me if you actually dont because a lie that big would hurt my
say something you dont mean because something like that would kill e tell me
you love me if you really do and dont lie to me.
 
trevor adams
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Dreams
 
listen as a weave a dream for you....you fall asleep and all of a sudden you find
your self walking down a road and you have no idea how you got there and all of
a sudden from nowhere another  look down the road and wonder if you should go
decide your gonna go down  you get about a mile down the road you come
across a horrible sight........its the girl/boy of your dreams hanging from a tree
branch......she/he is still breathing. you cut her/him down and she screams as
she/he falls and......she/he is gone.......you go to where she/he was just hanging
and realize you have just killed her/him.....you wake up screaming and all of a
sudden her/his arm is around you so you fall asleep and find your the one
hanging and the girl/boy of your dreams is right there in front of you wondering
wether or not to cut you  you beg them to cut you down so they cut you down
and you fall screaming realizing you told them to do a horrible thing......an hour
later your still falling and you look up and there they are above you with a rope
around their throte falling you feel for your own throat and realize the roap isnt
there any more and you saor over to them and you find they are dead.......finally
you hit the ground but it seems they have vanished so you decide to continue on
now knowing that horrible things await you so now you are two miles down a
road and you come across a curious scene....you look at it from an angle and it
vanishes you look straight at it again....you touch it and BOOM you wake up
again and find that the thing from your dream is looming over you and your love
has vanished you ask it what it is but it doesnt respond so you turn on the light
and find your love hammered to a cross so you scream again and the cross flys
towards you and your love falls off of it and.......you wake up for real this time
and find your in a  isnt it that you have no idea how this has happend you fell
asleep at home and woke up in a hospital with the doctors there trying to wake
you up you here them say wake up come on you can do it live then you look
down and find you are above your body which is nailed to a cross and you realize
your dream.....wasnt a dream.
 
trevor adams
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Flirt
 
you know when a person flirts with you behind you and you know they are there
and you turn around and they freak out because your not what they thought you
t that get anoying? i know it does to  i know i might look good from behind but if
your goona flirt with me make sure im not a guy please because thats just
freakin wierd.
 
trevor adams
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Float Like A Butterfly Sting Like A Bee
 
when evryone wants to fight you have you ever heard them say you float like a
butterfly but you dont sting at all? well i have.i dont like to fight but if i have to
then i  you dont have to call me weak just to get me to fight  you want to fight
just ask me to fight and i might i would have to think but i might just dont call
me weak.
 
trevor adams
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Flying
 
as i soar above the mountain tops i look back and wonder where did i come
from? i look in front and wonder where am i going? why am i doing this? i look
down and wonder is there anyone down there who cares about me or do they not
even know me? iguess ill never figure out.i look up and i see a light and i wonder
is that where i am going?
 
                             thanks for reading trevor.
 
trevor adams
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Forget Us Leave
 
you left me at the mall to be with your freinds you left me at the movies to be
with your freinds you left me at the park to be with your freinds you left meat
school to be with some other person.....why did you break my heart? no dont tell
me i dont care  forget we were ever together.
 
trevor adams
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God?
 
where will i go when i die?
will i just walk the earth forever?
will i go to heavon?
will i go to hell?
where will i go when i die i do not know but i wish i didbut then again...im glad i
dont.
will i serve god forever?
will i serve the devil forever?
will i wander aimlessly on earth trying to help my soul?
where will i go when i die?
 
trevor adams
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Honestly Dont Lie To Me
 
you tell me you love me when you dont actually mean it....why?
you tell me you want to see me again when you actually dont....why?
be honest with me do you love me or not? do you want to see me again or not?
you tell me you want to go to the park with me when you actually dont...why?
you tell me you want to spend the night with me when you actually dont...why?
be honest do you want to go to the park with me or not? do you want to spend
the night with me or not?
you tell me you will never hurt me then two minutes later you break my
heart...why?
you tell me you will never kiss another person then two minutes later you kiss
my best freind....why?
be honest will you break my heart or not? will you kiss another person or not?
dont lie to me because all you are doing is tearing my heart to shreds.
 
trevor adams
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How Can I Forget
 
you asked me to forget you when you died so i wont cry to badly but how can i
forget? i love you to much i dont want you to ask me that i refuse to forget you i
love you how could you ask me that? answer me! ! ! how? just tell me how you
could possibly ask me  i wont forget you! ! ! ! ! ! if im gonna cry then im gonna
cry there is notheing you can do about e dont ever ask me some thing like that
again.
 
trevor adams
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I Am Sorry
 
i am sorry for hurting you...
i am sorry i stole from you...
i am sorry i didnt stop when i should have...
i am i hurt your daughters feelings....
i am sorry i failed....
all these can be used but they have never worked for me so i try to get the
people to forgive me however i can.
 
trevor adams
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Im Not A Kid Im A Teen
 
you really need to stop calling me a kid im not a kid im a teen no not a ten a
what if im not eight teen im still not a  im not gonna get into your car i will walk
im not a kid! ! ! ! ! stop calling me a kid! ! ! ! ! i am a young adult dang it! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! im not a kid so leave me alone.i dont care if your my aunt im not getting
into your car and your not gonna call me what you want im not a kid so leave me
alone! ! ! ! ! ! sheesh.
 
trevor adams
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In The End
 
in the end you will lie to me some more...
in the end you wil know you broke my heart....
in the end you will run in fear from the truth that you hurt me...
in the end you will realize that you left me for dead....
in the you will wish that you never hurt me...
in the end you will want to be by my side again....
in the end you will see that i truly loved you....
 
 
 
in the end i will see you never cared....
in the end i will see you only lied to get what you wanted...
in the end i will see that it was your fault i nearly died....
in the end i will wish i never met you....
 
 
 
in the end he will see that your phony...
in the end he will see that you lied to him....
in the end he will see that you dont care about him....
in the end he will see that you never wanted to see him again....
in the end he will wish that he never met you.....
 
trevor adams
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Life Is Just Like Skating
 
sure you might fall off the board but its just for fun just get back up and enjoy
yourself...do tricks off the ramps...just grind the rails....life is like skating....when
you fall just get back up and try again until you succeed...when your ground into
the ground just shake it off and forget it happend...when you do something right
its like landing a trick off of the ramps....; life is like skating.
 
trevor adams
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Life Sucks And Then You Die
 
but mom thats not   im begging you.
havent you gotten tired of begging your parents? well then stop doing  as simple
as that because life isnt fair so get over it.i stopped begging my parents a long
time  sucks and then you die.
 
trevor adams
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Lily
 
as beautiful as pearls.....
hair like sunshine...
her body like the body of a goddess....
with eyes like saphire....
i would spend anything on lily the one girl who deserves the attention.
lily deserves anything she is the one person who loves all and all love.
 
trevor adams
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Love
 
what is love but a single word?
what is love but a false emotion?
what is love but a life ruining passion?
what is love? ill tell you what it is.
love is what keeps us happy love is what keeps us from being sad though it
changes us in ways we dont understand.
what is love? well i just told u
 
 
                                                    &#9829; trevor
 
trevor adams
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Love Me Or Love Me Not
 
you lied to me when you said you loved me....
you lied when you said you wanted to see me....
do you love me or not?
you lied when you said you would be right back...
you lied when you said you wanted to go with me to the park....
do you love me or not?
you lied when you said you wanted to spend the rest of your life with me...
you lied when you said you wanted to stay the night with me...
do you love me or not? .......
 
trevor adams
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Math
 
what is math but numbers ans letters that one cant even understand?
how does two plus three equal a?
how does five time ten equal x?
what is math anyway?
how are we expected to understand numbers equaling letters?
 
trevor adams
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Math Teachers
 
can you even understand what he is saying?
well then thats because he is a math teacher and you are not his favorite  want
to know something bout him? he has a record for failing any student he didint
like and you are one of the students he doesnt   unreliable why cant they speak a
language we can all understand? oh yeah because we arent NERDS! ! ! !
 
 
thank you for reading trevor.
 
trevor adams
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Mom Where Are You Why Have I Never Met You?
 
mom? dad? sister? where are you? no please dont leave me! ! ! ! !
mom! ! ! ! ! please stay with me! ! ! ! ! mooooooom! ! ! !
well the thing is that i never knew my  see what hurts the most is that everyone
says im not normal all because i never knew my  half my life i didnt even know
my own father...i guess its just fate that him and i met.....my mom? well she
died in iraq in the military i guess i dont  least thats what i heard but im not  am i
different from any one else? well its clear to me i never knew my own parents
and everyone else has known their own  maybe they dont actually live with their
own parents maybe we arent any  start to this is the first thing i said when i
learned that those i believed to be my mom and dad.
 
 
                                                 thanks for reading trevor
 
trevor adams
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My Life
 
my life? well to tell you the truth it goes kinda like this:
 
ruined by parents always thinking i cant do anything....
ruined by child abuse because parents dont know how to raise a child...
ruined by hatred because nobody cared....
ruined by vengaence because i was hurt to badly to care about others...
why does everyone wast their time trying to figure out why everyone does what
they do?
ruined by secrets because nobody would let me know who my mother was....
ruined by everyone around me why should i waste my time loving those who
dont love me? why should i just sit around while those who loved me and i loved
be hurt by the very people who loved them?
ruined by pain because nobody could tell wether to send me to the hospital or
just leave me behind....
well life has gotten better but not as much as i wish it had.i still dont know who
my mother is.
 
trevor adams
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Nerds
 
have you ever thought that maybe you were a nerd? well you can tell your a
nerd if you have your pens in your shirt pocket and you wear glasses and have a
wierd  all these fit you then well....NERD! ! ! ! ! you see you can change this by
getting contacs and fix you laugh and stop putting your pens into your shirt
pocket.
 
trevor adams
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Pain
 
you know as i sit here in my pain i begin to wonder if i should have trusted you?
when you stopped me in the hall just to tell me you were sorry for hurting me i
began to wonder if i should trust you and i decided to trust you but it seems it
was a mistakeso now i sit here in my pain knowing i shouldnt have trusted you
so ill keep sitting here in my pain.
 
trevor adams
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Poetry
 
a story from the haert that often times rhymes but not always....
a story that often times talks about love but not always....
poetry is a nice escape from the modern world when one is stressed.
a story that often tells how one is feeling like wether or not they are angry or sad
but not always....
a story that often times puts a smile on the faces of others but not always....
poetry can be appreciated if you just try to appreciate it.
 
                                  thanks for reading trevor.
 
trevor adams
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Poets Are Geniuses
 
what is a poet?
a poet is a genius who puts his feelings into a different form rather than flowers
to a lover or a kiss a lover.
a poet who tells a story about how the seasons change or how a lover is hurt by
the other leaving her behind or the solstice of the moon and sun or how the
world will change.
a poet is a genius who doesnt understand the simple things of life such as school
or what a teacher says in class or simple numbers on a white board.
a poet is a genius who doesnt need to use numbers to teach but uses something
that all may understand.
a poet is someone who speaks a language that all may understand.
poets are just geniuses unlike those who think numbers can explain everything
such as 2 is how the sun changes......yeah right....poetry can be alot more clear
so thank the geniuses who right poems to be more clear.
poets are geniuses.
 
trevor adams
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Santi Monica
 
In Santi Monica I can be anyone and you wouldnt know.I can be a delivery man
or maybe a teacher and you wouldnt know the diferrence or would you? In Santi
Monica you would have to dodge the inline skaters or they will knock you down.
On the computer i can be how ever old I want to on the phone i can be any hight
and you wouldnt know the difference or would you? people can be the most
unusual things sometimes in Santi Monica they modern names like mandy or
jake and modern bodies to.
 
                                          thanks for reading trevor
 
trevor adams
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School
 
Havent you noticed how some schools are different then others?
well at my school we dont have to stay on school use? i hope not because we
also have to make up for  have higher security.i wish we didnt have such tight
isnt a poem you say well your right its not....... we walk around we start to
wonder is that a cop? as we go through the halls we watch our backs and hope
we dont get  thats the hood for you thats the life of a gangster.i wish the gagns
here would just get along but no we have to fight and kill why though? cant we
just stop and be peacefull? no we have to fight and protect our sisters from the
rapists and protect our kids from the murderers and chimoes. school can be the
most dangerouse place though everyone says dont worry honey you will be fine
school is the most safest place you can be..........well what a l can be the most
dangerouse place on earth what with everyone trying to kill eachother mom? and
she says oh its not that bad just dont sit next to the wrong mans girl and you will
be ....how can i tell whose dating and whose not i mean ill sit next to a girl whose
single and i still get shot l can be the most dangerouse place on earth for so
many those we love are killed at school or raped at school and if we try to do
anything about it we get shot at by the cops who follow us all day for the entire
school year the same cops who are supposed to protect l is not a safe place its
dangerouse i just want us all to get along but.........well i guess its time to end
this so i will. school is the most dangerouse place on earth dont lie to us and say
that it is.
 
                                                           thanks for reading trevor
 
trevor adams
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Sleeping Moon
 
as we sleep a entity in the night watches over us....
an entity that shines in the forest lighting our path....
an entity thatshine elumanating our rooms at night....
an entity that clears our minds so we can sleep....
an entity that sleeps during the day....
the sleeping moon that waits till night to shine again.
 
trevor adams
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Some Kind Of Sign
 
could someone save me? ...
please someone help me.....
someone? .....
hello? ....
someone send me some kind of sign.....
please take this bottle from my hand....
please take this bag from my hand....
please send them away....
please let me do what i want rather than what my friends want me to....
someone deliver me.....
please dont throw your cross im not a demon....
please someone im having a heart attack....
please someone please....
 
trevor adams
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Someday
 
someday you will see it was pointless...
someday you will stop asking...
someday you will see you loved her...
someday you will want her to come back...
someday you will see you shouldnt have hurt her...
someday oh someday.....
 
trevor adams
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Stalkers
 
i see you creeping i can see your  following me please.i see that you have sent
me a picture of me please stop sending pictures of me for that fact please stop
taking pictures of me.i see you following me i see your dark  following me
please.i see you outside my window when i am about to e dont watch me. i see
your camera when i am about to take a e dont do this to me please.i see you in
my closet when i am about to go to bed. please dont come over here.i see you
reaching for me while im trying to e dont touch me.i feel your hands on me.i
scream.i asked you to leave me alone but you wouldnt ys coming what did you
do to them? i kick you off and run to dads room......no! ! ! ! ! ! dad is dead.i grab
his gun from his dresser.i run to my sisters room.....no! ! ! ! ! ! she is dead to...i
turn around and there you are....i aim and pull the trigger and i hit the ground
dying and bleeding and you run and never return but i live with the knowledge
you are still following e dont hurt me again.
 
trevor adams
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Stop
 
stop touching me....
stop hitting me....
stop touching her...
stop hitting her...
stop leave us alone....
stop stealing from me...
stop stealing from her...
stop it please...
stop im begging you....
stop asking me to get into your car...
stop asking her to get into your car...
no stop we wont listen to you...
stop shouting at me....
stop shouting at her....
stop just stop it please! ! ! ! ! ! ....
stop! ! ! ! im begging you just stop grabbing her please! ! ! ! ...
 
trevor adams
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Suicide The Dumbest Thing I Have Ever Heard Of
 
well when i think of you i start to wonder why you did that? why did you grab
that rope and push me out of the room? oh my god are you gonna hang your
self? tessa please talk to me what are you doing? no tessa please dont! ! ! ! ! !
tessa! ! ! ! ! ! ! suicide the worst thing it hurts to much to  is the one that
continually alows it to spread through pur  in the end the pain is to much to  this
day i still cant figure out why tessa decided to take her own life she didnt even
give me a  i say something wrong to her? i dont  why didnt you let me help you?
i could have helped you.i wouldnt have told e next time someone decides to do
this please just remember that someone will be hurt by your deathwether its just
some random person or not someone somewhere will be hurt by the fact that
you decided to take your own life they might even think that those you loved
never loved you but the truth is that those you love do love you they just dont
know how to show  are times when i want to take my own life so i can be with
tessa again but i think will someone somewhere be affected by my death?  i keep
living de? why? sucide is the dumbest thing i have ever heard of.
 
                             thanks for reading trevor
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Sunshine
 
when one is happy there is sunshine when one is sad there is rain...why is the
weather just like everyones emotions? when one is angry the air is hot when one
is depressed it is foggy....why is the weather like evryones emotions? the answer
lies within each person when it rains one becomes sad because there is no sun to
enjoy when one is happy they are happy because there is a time to enjoy the sun
and go to the park when it is foggy one is depressed because they cant see the
sun that they know is up and warm when the air is hot one is angry because they
must use the fan they thought they wouldnt have to use.
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Tears And Rivers
 
as i sit crying these tears of pearl i watch the river if ruby flow down my arm and
i begin to wonder what the reason of life is and why we are even on nes coming
and i try to hide it. its not who i thought it  black rose, its my freind.'you dont
have to hide it from me just promise me i wont find you doing it again.''i
promise.'we hug and i make the river flow even more and faster im becoming
light headed.....five hours later i wake up in the hospital with her sitting right
next to me.'how long have i been here? ''five  did you pass out like that? ' i look
at my arm its not bleeding any more.'if i bleed again then im bleeding for you.'
                          
                                                           thanks for reading this
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Tell Me
 
tell me if you really loved me then why did you ask me to choose between you or
my family? i think we need time alone because you should know that family will
always come first over anyone else so lets take some time alone so you can think
of your  you have realized what your mistake is then we can try again but for
now we need a brake because you are trying to control my life and only my
family can control my life not  sorry.
 
                                                       thanks for reading.
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The End Of The World
 
on a fatefull day when the world we know it will stop.....
on a fatefull day when our loved ones stop calling....
on a fatefull day when we can nolonger hear the gun shots....
on a fatefull day when we nolonger feel any emotion.....
on a fatefull day when we can do nothing but sit and watch....
on a fatefull day when we hope we survive the end of the world....
nobody can survive we will all die but we still hope we will survive...
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To Tired
 
how can i im to tired....
why should i im to tired....
what for im to tired.....
when should i im to tired....
who for im to tired.....
leave me alone im to tired....
i will at seven....
i will at eight....
i will at nine....
i will at ten....
ok im awake but im to tired to do anything....
ok im wet but still to tired to do anything...
ok i will try to pick it up but im to tired to do anything....
see you at six....
i will at seven....
i will at eight....
i will at nine....
oh great another day with the same rutine....
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Wake Me Up
 
im sleeping now wishing i could wake up but i cant....
im having a night mare i want to end but it just wont....
please wake me up now i want to wake now....
summer is gone and fall is now here...
as i look up i see my love hanging from a tree and i scream....
as i look down i see those i loved in their graves rising and i scream louder...
please wake me up now i dont want to sleep any more...
as i listen i hear someone say your soul is crying...why?
as i listen i hear someone say your soul is hurt...why?
please wake me up i want to wake up now.....
im awake and forgetting my horrible dream...thank you for waking me up....
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What Is Life?
 
why do we live?
why are we here?
why do we hurt each other?
why do we feel pain?
what is life but a bunch of questions?
what is the biggest question of life?
ill tell you why?
why is the biggest question we ask.......
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Why?
 
why do we all hear why so much? in my oppinian its stupid that everyone wants
a why for evrything like when we ask for something to drink if we have to ask
they will say why? its stupid its because we are thirsty of course duh! ! ! ! so
next time dont ask why just consider the fact that the reason they are asking is a
good reason and that you dont need to hear it.
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Wind And Fire
 
everyone says dont play with fire when you light a dnt they say dont play with
matches? or when you light a lighter dont play with lighters? i think so because
its so confusing i mean i know fire is from both but still its cofusing it makes me
stand there and wonder this because they arent being specific of wether or not
you should play with the items the fire is coming  shouldnt they say dont play
with matches or lighters?
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You Already Know
 
you already know that i never meant to hurt you....
you already know that i never meant to shout at you...
you already know that i never meant to lie to you...
you already know that i never meant to say that to you...
you already know that i never meant to love you...
you already know i have done things i never meant to do....
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